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                    To succeed in today’s highly competitive technology sector, you need a law firm with sector-specific legal expertise and experience, as well as a deep understanding of the key business issues driving change in the industry.

Dentons delivers on all fronts. Through our experiences advising a wide range of participants in the technology ecosystem from emerging growth software and IT companies to multinational technology suppliers, we deliver creative solutions that stand out, help you achieve strategic objectives, minimize risk and deliver results that grow market share. 

Partner with our multidisciplinary team of lawyers who specialize in corporate, venture capital, mergers and acquisitions, initial public offerings, licensing, privacy, intellectual property, capital markets, tax, litigation, employment, real estate and regulatory for cutting-edge counsel across the technology sector.

Other areas of expertise include transactions involving agricultural technologies, energy, oil sands, resource recovery technologies and many other specialized technologies.

 Leveraging our strong bench strength in technology coupled with our global footprint uniquely positions us to provide you with timely, innovative solutions to your complex business and legal issues no matter where you are located or do business around the world. Let’s get started.
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        Experience

    

    
        
        	Alberta Health Services: Advising on the negotiation of an Information Sharing Framework with a medical association, on behalf of participating physicians, which is the first Canadian information sharing agreement (and related information management agreement and information exchange protocol) of its kind. It involves the client and the participating physicians sharing health information as co-custodians using electronic medical record systems owned and/or operated by the client.
	BP Canada Energy Company: Advising on a transaction where Devon NEC Corporation (Devon) acquired a 50% interest in BP's Pike oil sands properties for consideration of CA$650 million. BP and Devon entered into a joint venture agreement for the development of those properties, which will be operated by Devon.
	Ciklum: Advising Ciklum, a global product engineering and digital services company, on its acquisition of CN Group, a Czech-based software development firm, from Genesis Capital, one of the leading private equity funds in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE).
	Dye & Durham: Advising Canada-headquartered Dye & Durham, a provider of cloud-based software and technology solutions designed to improve efficiency and increase productivity for legal and business professionals, on its acquisition of SAI Global’s Property Division for AUS$91 million, or approximately CA$87 million, in cash.
	Exponea: Advising the family office of Ivan Chrenko, working alongside the office’s longtime trusted legal advisor, Law & Trust, in connection with the sale of Exponea, a European customer data and experience platform, to Bloomreach, a US venture capital backed eCommerce digital experience platform.
	Idealista: Advising the management of online real estate classified platform Idealista on the €1.32 billion sale of the company to EQT, a Swedish-based global investment company.
	KKR and Global Infrastructure Partners: Representing (as part of a legal team led by Kirkland & Ellis) private equity firm KKR and fund manager Global Infrastructure Partners in a successful bid to acquire data center operator CyrusOne, Inc.
	Penta Infra: Advising Penta Infra on the acquisition and financing of a mixed-use commercial property with a data center in Hamburg.
	Securitas: Advising Securitas, the world's leading intelligent protective services partner, on its acquisition of Protection One, the German market leader specializing in remote technology-driven security solutions and electronic security.
	Sil.do: Advising Slovakia-based Sli.do, a technology company that provides a best-in-class audience interaction platform, on its sale to Silicon Valley tech giant Cisco Systems. 
	Circulite: Representing this cardiovascular device company in connection with a US$30 million Series D financing by Forbion Capital and MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings.
	First Data: Advising a global leader in electronic commerce and payment processing in relation to its Binding Corporate Rules for data privacy (BCRs). Our team of privacy lawyers enabled First Data to become only the eleventh company to obtain BCR approval from European Data Protection regulators. The BCRs will be implemented by First Data’s subsidiaries in more than 50 jurisdictions.
	MaRS Cleantech Fund: Advising on the formation of a new venture capital fund focused on the cleantech sector, as well as counsel on the fund's investment transactions.
	Real Matters: Advising Real Matters, one of North America’s fastest growing technology companies in a CA$40 million common equity financing. Real Matters is a leading provider of property insight to the North American mortgage and property casualty (P&C) insurance industries.
	Vkontakte: Advising one of the largest Eastern European social network on almost all legal aspects of the company’s activities in Russia. For years our team has handled a large number of high-profile litigation cases for the client regarding the network’s liability for illegal audio and video content uploaded by users. Some court decisions for these cases set precedents in Russia and have been actively discussed in mass media sources. Our work demonstrated our ability to handle highly complex litigations to the benefit of our clients. In addition to a series of litigation mandates, our team has recently advised the client on data protection issues, corporate, employment, and general commercial issues. We have also achieved a recognition of the VKontakte logo as a well-known trademark in the Russian Federation.
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        [image: ]
Dentons in New Zealand recognised in the 2024 Legal 500’s Asia Pacific guide
January 25, 2024[image: ]
Dentons in New Zealand has been once again recognised in the 2024 edition of Legal 500’s Asia Pacific guide. The firm has been ranked in 13 practice areas, and 15 of our lawyers have also been ranked as individuals. 
[image: ]
Dentons HPRP achieves Top Tier Recognition in the Legal 500 Asia Pacific 2024
January 22, 2024[image: ]
With accolades spanning Aviation and IT, Telecom, and Fintech, the firm's commitment to excellence is highlighted through its dedicated team and esteemed leaders like Hendra Ong and rising star Ken Atyk Nastiti.
[image: ]
Dentons Chile recognized among the best FinTech offices by Chambers 2024
December 5, 2023[image: ]
Chile: Our Fintech practice area and its leader, Ignacio Pera, have been highlighted as leaders in the latest version of the global ranking Chambers Fintech Legal, recognizing the work, innovation, and excellence of the team in Chile.
View all recognition for Technology
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Episode 4: Crypto - Assets and Enforcement
March 26, 2024[image: ]
United Kingdom: In this episode, Zeena Saleh welcomes Celyn Armstrong, General Counsel and Head of Compliance at Portofino Technologies to explore the dynamic intersection of crypto-assets and enforcement. As a former Dentons partner, Celyn offers unparalleled insights into Portofino's role in the crypto market, the resilience and evolution of institutional crypto investment, and the complexities of navigating an uncertain regulatory landscape.
[image: ]
Operational resilience: are you ready and seizing the opportunities?
March 26, 2024[image: ]
United Kingdom: Financial services regulators have made it clear that operational resilience is now viewed with the same importance as prudential resilience.
[image: ]
Consumers will not have to hand over credit, debit, or prepaid cards in shops
March 19, 2024[image: ]
Argentina: The Secretariat of Commerce established that shops that accept credit, purchase or debit cards and operate with electronic terminals will have to make the payment terminals -POS- available to the consumer. 
View all insights for Technology
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        [image: ]
Dentons improves its worldwide rankings in Chambers Global 2024
February 19, 2024[image: ]
The latest 2024 edition of Chambers and Partners' Global guide has ranked 290 Dentons lawyers across 80 geographies worldwide. Among a total of 340 individual accolades, 118 rankings were in the highest bands while 68 lawyer rankings were new or improved in this year's guide.
[image: ]
David Šimek joins Dentons as Corporate and M&A partner in Prague
February 8, 2024[image: ]
Global law firm Dentons has strengthened its Corporate and M&A practice in Prague with the recruitment of David Šimek as a partner as of February 1, 2024. He will focus on mid-size to large cross-border M&A deals, with a particular focus on the technology sector.
[image: ]
Dentons HPRP achieves Top Tier Recognition in the Legal 500 Asia Pacific 2024
January 22, 2024[image: ]
With accolades spanning Aviation and IT, Telecom, and Fintech, the firm's commitment to excellence is highlighted through its dedicated team and esteemed leaders like Hendra Ong and rising star Ken Atyk Nastiti.
View all press releases for Technology
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    How can the world's largest global law firm help you today ?
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